
AFTER THE SHOFAR

"After the Shofar" is a podcast produced by the jewish climate
network. it's about judaism, repentance and climate. we hope

you find our guest's top insights thought-provoking. 

"Jewish tradition and ceremonies – Shabbat, charity, a day of
reflection and fasting – have allowed cultural continuity despite a
vast diaspora. When I think about what our planet is going to look

like in years to come – about the diasporas of other cultures –
there's so many lessons in what the Jewish community has done
that can help. For example, in Fiji there's villages all around the
coast where for hundreds, if not thousands of years, ancestors

have been buried. And in less than 100 years that land will be three
meters under water on our current climate path. How do you create

cultural continuity for your kids, your grandkids, to maintain who
you are? How do you create a LIFEscape, as opposed to a

LANDscape? The lessons from the Jewish Diaspora can be
extraordinarily helpful to cultures all around the world as ‘managed

retreat’ becomes a part of life."

"For so long I wanted to be part of positive change, but I didn't
know how to do it. I didn't feel that I had a place, that I had any

skills. I wasted a lot of time judging myself. So I invite people to do
away with that kind of time-wasting notion that you're not 'useful'.

There are so many people out there doing beautiful things -  there's
a very good chance someone aligns with your kind of thinking, and

they need you. Whether you want to judge yourself or not - they
need your help. They're pushing a barrow and it's hard work. Come

with whatever skills you have. Everything is started by just a
handful of people, waiting for other people to join."
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when it comes to this historic challenge: What do you want to
learn, say, do after the shofar blows for the last time?  

"In the Yom Kippur text, "U’netaneh Tokef", we read about how
people will live and die. Who by fire or water? Who by famine,
thirst, or plague? Who will wander? Then you look at half of

Australia underwater and half of Australia with bushfires. Who
will be forced to wander, displaced by the climate crisis? But

the text finishes with three things that can change those
decrees set in Heaven – teshuva, tefilla, tzedakah. These

represent three different realms of how we can affect change.
Teshuva is about apologising to others, but it's also about

recognising when we do wrong. Tefilla is about our connection
with God, which includes the natural world around you. And

Tzedakah is about helping others and the rest of your
community and surroundings. The way that we combat the

overwhelming dread of the climate crisis is: what can I do to
change me? And what am I doing to change how the world

around me is affected? If you change yourself, your home, your
community - you change the world."

 

"On Yom Kippur you ask for forgiveness and let things go. But
there's still a lot of guilt and shame when it comes to food and

cooking: ‘I'm not good enough’ or ‘I feel guilty because I've
just served my kids take-away’ or ‘I shouldn’t have eaten

that’. Those feelings are holding you back when it comes to
being a cook, when it comes to being an eater, when it comes
to being a well-rounded, comfortable person in this world. So

this Yom Kippur tap into yourself - you'll be hungry and
already in your ‘gut thinking’ anyway. Check in with your child

self, with your inner voice, and maybe say 'sorry' for all the
years that you've spent wasting time thinking that you should
be better than you are already. You are enough, wherever you

are. Say sorry to You. Then let it go."
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